
 
 

A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF 
LEWISTON-AUBURN JEWRY 

By Elliott L. Epstein  



I. FROM PEDDLARS TO PROPRIETORS AND 
PROFESSIONALS:  THE ECONOMIC FOUNDATIONS OF 
JEWISH SETTLEMENT IN LEWISTON-AUBURN 

 



Jews first began to settle in Lewiston-Auburn in the decade after the Civil  
   War. Isaac Greenberg, an Eastern European immigrant, was an early arrival.  

His name first appeared in a city directory as a peddler in 1877. He died in 

1900 and is buried in Beth Jacob Cemetery in Auburn. 



Itinerant peddlers were gradually replaced in the late 1800s and early 1900s by retail merchants, scrap 
dealers, shoe manufacturers and professionals. This postcard shows upper Lisbon Street in Lewiston, looking 
towards Main Street, in the 1940s. Lisbon Street, the downtown’s busiest commercial corridor, was the site of 
many Jewish-owned businesses which sold clothing, jewelry, furniture and food as well as offices of 
professionals like lawyers, dentists and optometrists. New England Furniture, one of the oldest and most 
successful Jewish retail stores, is pictured in the foreground. 



New England Furniture 
 
In the early 1920s Abraham Plavin, a Russian-Jewish immigrant who owned a dry goods shop in Island Falls, 
was travelling the train from Bangor to Portland to buy a clothing store. During a conversation in a card 
game on the train, he learned that a furniture store in Lewiston was for sale. He knew nothing about the 
furniture business but got off anyway in Lewiston to investigate and ended up purchasing the store and 
renaming it New England Furniture.                          
   

photo from Manny Plavin 



New England Furniture  
 
This 1922 photo shows Abraham Plavin and his employees seated in a showroom on the first floor of the New 
England Furniture store at 155 Lisbon St., Lewiston. The store had four other floors. New England Furniture 
eventually expanded to seven additional locations in Maine. Plavin was eventually joined in business by his sons 
Manuel (Manny) and Leonard (Lenny).          
 

 photo from Manny Plavin 



 New England Furniture  

 
                                                          Window Display 

                 

 photo from Manny Plavin 



New England Furniture 

                                The Lisbon Street storefront in the 1950s or 1960s  

                                                          with its brick exterior covered by an Art Deco façade. 

   

 photo from Manny Plavin 



Sanitary Market  
This 1932 news photo depicts owner Louis Abromson (in a dark suit) and the employees of Sanitary Market shortly 
after the business relocated to 65 Lisbon St., Lewiston. A thriving family grocery dating from 1915 and originally 
situated on Birch Street in Lewiston, the Sanitary Market moved again in 1956 to Spring Street, Auburn, changing its 
name to Food Town and gradually expanding from its original footprint of 600 square feet to 22,500. It also opened 
a 15,000 square-foot store in Rumford and another store at the Lewiston Mall. 

               



 Sanitary Market  

   Lisbon Street Store (1934)   
    

photo from Judy Abromson

  



Sanitary Market  
 
Ribbon cutting ceremony for the 1965 expansion of Food Town on Spring Street in Auburn. It was the 
successor to Sanitary Market in Lewiston. Owners Michael, Ben and John Abromson are pictured 3d, 4th & 
5th from the left. In 1986, the Abromson family sold the business to Hannaford, a national chain. 

  

photo from Judy Abromson

  



Max Gordon owned and operated Gordon’s Delicatessen and Lunch from 1934 until his retirement in the mid-
1960s. Located at 187  Main Street, Lewiston (around the corner from Lisbon Street) and later on Center 
Street in Auburn, it was a favorite eatery not only for locals but for visiting celebrities and politicians. This 
photo probably dates from the 1930s. Max Gordon is pictured on the left. 
                     
   (photo from private collection of Ruth Halperin) 



   Gordon’s lunch counter (1950s).  
      (photo from private collection of Ruth Halperin) 



Though it did not follow the Jewish religious dietary laws of kashruth, 
Gordon’s, as this 1934 menu shows, served the Eastern European cuisine 
typical of a Jewish delicatessen, most notably hot pastromi sandwiches.  
         (from private collection of Ruth Halperin) 



Louis and Becky Goldberg, pictured in this 1935 photo, were 
immigrants from Poland. They operated Goldberg’s Bakery at 
35 Sabattus Street in Lewiston until Louis’ death in 1945. 
    (photo from Documenting Maine Jewry website) 



Ward Bros., the most successful Jewish clothing retailer on Lisbon Street, operated as 
a family business from 1929 to 1987. Known for its stylish women’s fashions, elegant 
displays and attentive service, it developed a reputation throughout New England and 
Canada. (Pictured left to right: Larry, Nathan and Israel Ward).  



In this 1954 family photograph, the owners of Ward Bros. are 
pictured standing, Nathan Ward, left, David Merson, 6th from 
left, Larry Ward, 8th from left, and Israel Ward, 11th from left. 

              (photo from Documenting Maine Jewry website) 



The Lewiston Sun article below, dated October 23, 1987, 
reported on the sale of Ward Bros. to a local real estate 
developer. The store was supposed to continue in operation 
after the sale but closed within a few years.  



The Supovitz siblings (1952): Four Supovitz brothers pictured here were 
Lewiston tailors and haberdashers. Morris, standing 2d from left, owned 
Style Clothing, 381 Lisbon St. Saul, standing 5th from left, Ben, seated left, 
and Harry, seated right, owned Supovitz Brothers, 125 Lisbon St.  

         (photo from Documenting Maine Jewry website) 



Style Clothing, 381 Lisbon Street (about 1950), and the Supovitz 
Bros. building at 125 Lisbon Street, which currently houses a law 
office.  
   
            (photo on left from Documenting Maine Jewry website) 



Wise Trading Co., located in the Bergin Block at 340 Lisbon St., 
Lewiston, started as a clothing and shoe store and later became a 
pawn shop.  The Bergin Block, built in 1912, was demolished in 1999 
and replaced by a Lewiston Police Department parking lot.  
      



Morris and Adele Silverman are pictured, left, at their wedding in I956 and at home in 2007. After 
more than half a century in business selling workingmen’s clothing and boots, Morris, who started 
at age 7 helping out at his father’s Lisbon Street store, Louie’s, and ended up running it after his 
father’s death, described himself as the last Jewish retail merchant in “probably the entire state of 
Maine.” Adele was jokingly known as “Sister Silverman” for the way she was addressed by a 
student while working at a Lewiston Catholic parochial school early in her teaching career.   

  (photo on right by Phyllis Graber Jensen) 



Abraham Singer was an early Jewish investor in Lewiston real estate.  The building at 
198 Lisbon Street bears his name. The Maine Supreme Judicial Court brief, right, was 
written for an appeal filed by Singer Realty Co., Inc. against the City of Lewiston in 
1938 over a tax dispute. Harris M. Isaacson, the second Jewish attorney to open a law 
practice in Lewiston-Auburn, represented Singer. 

  



Auburn’s “shoe Jews” were major supporters of L-A’s synagogues and Community Center. Most moved here from Massachusetts 
to start factories or take over local companies in Auburn’s once booming shoe industry, which had been weakened by the Great 
Depression, domestic competition and the bitter 1937 labor strike that shut down the industry for 14 weeks. Philip Lown, left, 
owner of Lown Shoes, Inc., was the uncle of renown cardiologist, inventor and nuclear disarmament activist Bernard Lown. 
Arthur Shapiro, right, of Shapiro Bros., originally from Haverhill, Massachusetts, acquired C.V. Watson Company.  Other Jewish-
owned footwear manufacturers included Koss Shoe and Clark Shoe. These businesses began  closing or moving away in the 
1980s due to offshoring of the industry. (photos from Temple Shalom collection) 



Advance Auto Desoto Plymouth (1954), located on Turner Street near 
the Central Maine Railroad overpass in Auburn, was founded by Joe 
Lifshitz in the 1930s. Advance Auto under Joe’s son Shep became Lee 
Auto. 
  (photo courtesy of Lee Auto Group) 



Joe Lifshitz and his son, Shep Lee, are pictured in front of Advance Auto in 
the late 1950s or early 1960s. Shep joined his father in the business after 
college and built it into one of the most successful auto dealership chains in 
New England.  He also became an influential figure in politics, philanthropy 
and education. (photo courtesy of Lee Auto Group) 



     
         Joseph Lifshitz’s Employment Contract with 
     Advance Auto (August 3, 1936) 
      (courtesy of Lee Auto Group) 

 



Wiener’s Parlor Bus (owned by I.D. Wiener) is pictured in front of the old U.S. Post 
Office on Turner Street in Auburn (1930s). The building in the background is located 
close to the site where Great Falls Plaza, re-developed by Tom Platz in the 1980s, 
stands today.  Advance Auto was to the left of the post office. 

             (photo from Documenting Maine Jewry website) 



In 1939 Wilfred and Elsie Goodman, left, pictured in 1925, moved from Portland to Auburn, where 
Wilfred started a scrap yard. His son, Joel, middle, was attending the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, 
when Wilfred suffered a fatal heart attack in 1948. Joel left the Merchant Marine to help his mother run 
the company, phasing out the junk yard and transitioning to the sale of wiping cloths and other janitorial 
supplies. A fire in 1962 gutted the wooden structure housing the business but Goodman rebuilt and   
continued operating in the same location.  His sons, Steven and Ken, later joined him. 
(photos from private collection of Joel Goodman) 
 



In 1945, Murray and Sheldon Nussinow, two brothers from Waltham, Massachusetts, purchased a 138-year-old 
upstate New York company that manufactured wooden rulers and yardsticks, moving it to Auburn in 1950. Fabricated 
from rock maple and imprinted with the buyer’s trademark, slogan or signature, Falcon products were useful tools for 
both measuring and marketing. Pictured on the right is the company’s 1950 catalog and on the left its new logo from 
1958. The business was initially housed in the Barker Mill and later in the former Koss Shoe Co. factory  



Pictured, above is a December 1956 Seasons Greeting note from Falcon Rule 
to Geiger Bros. of Lewiston, one of its customers, and below a customized 
Falcon ruler customized for the Lewiston-Auburn Jewish Community Center.  



Murray Nussinow, far left, and his brother Sheldon, far right, are 
pictured with their mother Rose and younger brother Bernie at their 
camp on Tripp Lake about 1960. (photo from private collection of 
Scott Nussinow) 



 
 
The Scolnik family included many prominent Lewiston merchants and professionals. 
Front row, left to right: Mary and Kalman (brother and partner of Julius in Scolnik Brothers, clothiers); 
back row, left to right: Eddie (pharmacist), Samuel (lawyer) and Bill (traveling salesman). 
Julius’ son, Louis Scolnik, became a founding member of the Maine Civil Liberties Union and a 
Maine Supreme Judicial Court justice. (photo from private collection of Louis Scolnik) 

 
 



This November 20, 1936 Beth Jacob Congregation program for the 
installation of officers and board of trustees shows that they were all either 
Lisbon Street merchants or professionals, with the exception of Philip Lown, 
who was an Auburn shoe manufacturer.  



     2. FROM EASTERN EUROPE TO LEWISTON-     
       AUBURN: TRADITION  AND ASSIMILATION 



Many of Lewiston-Auburn’s late 19th century Jewish settlers were members of the Isaacson and Alpren (also 
known as Halperin, Alpert or Alperowicz) families, who emigrated from an area northwest of Minsk in 
Belorussia and frequently intermarried. The marriage of Harry Isaacson and Eva Alpren, pictured on the left 
(about 1890), was one such union. Harry was from Radoshovichi and Eva from Krasnoe. They moved to 
Auburn in the late 1890s, where Harry became a peddler and junk dealer. 
  (photo from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 



Ellen Simonds Epstein is pictured in 2005 seated in front of the 
home and shop of Jacob Isaacson, her great-great grandfather 
and the father of Harry Isaaacson, in Radoshovichi, Belorussia.  



Of the seven Alpren sisters who appear in this photo from the 1930s, at least five lived part of their lives in 
Lewiston-Auburn and two married men from the Isaacson clan. Eva (Chaya-Chava), on the far left, was 
married to Harry Isaacson. Annie (Elke) Isaacson-Graffman, whose first marriage was to Harry’s brother 
Samuel Isaacson, is 3d from left. Sarah (Sor’ke),  center, was married to Chayim Lempert, one of the earliest 
and wealthiest L-A Jewish settlers. Leah (Rochel-Leyah) Day, grandmother of Charles Day, who also became a 
highly successful L-A businessman, is pictured 2d from right, and Ida (Hinde) Steinman is on the far right.  
                          (photo from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 



Religious schools for Jewish children were established in Lewiston-Auburn as early as the 1890s.  
This 1917 photo of Beth Jacob Hebrew School shows the influence of Zionism on  religious education. The class includes girls as 
well as boys. Modern Hebrew words are chalked on the blackboard, and the Zionist Movement flag (designed in 1891 and later 
adopted by the State of Israel in 1948) hangs next to the American flag.  
The class included the children of many of  L-A ‘s early Eastern European Jewish immigrants:  
First row (far left),  front to rear,  Frank Tarr,  Ben Abromson, Esther Abromson, Myer Canter.  
Second row, Keith Graffman, Kush Levitz, Ada Mandlestam, Hyman Supovitz.  
Third row, Irene Wheeler,  unidentified student, Milton Wheeler, Jerry Ross.  
Fourth row: Samuel Sprince, unidentified student, Abe Mandlestam, Wolf Levine.  
Fifth row: Oscar Sprince, Morris Scolnik, Perets Singer, John Abromson. Teacher: Mr. Weis.  



Harris M. (Isaac Myer) Isaacson (1930s), center, son of Harry and Eva (Alpren) Isaacson, was born in 1897 in Belorussia and 
brought to the U.S. as an infant by his parents, who settled in Auburn. He appears in the childhood group photo, 3d from the left, 
along with his older brother, Ben, and his younger brother, Sam (about 1900). His future wife and first cousin, Goldie Resnick, 
also an Alpren, is pictured on the right (about 1903).  Gregarious, intelligent and athletic, Harris spoke Yiddish at home but 
assimilated quickly into American life through school and sports. He attended Hebron Academy, a Baptist-affiliated prep school, 
and law school at Georgetown University, a Catholic Jesuit institution. His brothers became successful businessmen in Maine and 
New Brunswick, Canada. 
         (photo from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 



Jewish children learned to mingle with their gentile counterparts through attendance at public 
and private schools and participation in sports competitions, a process which continued, for 
some, through military service and higher education. In this 1916 photo of Lewiston’s Frye 
School students, five of 114 were identifiably Jewish. They included Goldie Resnick (later 
Isaacson), then age 17, who is pictured in the 5th row, 6th from left. 



Goldie’s daughter, Marilyn Isaacson, is pictured, far right, 2d row from front, 
in a second-grade public school class at the Lewiston Armory in 1935.    
  (photo from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 



Ben Isaacson is pictured below, 3d from left, as a member of the 1912 Young 
Men’s Hebrew Association (YMHA) championship basketball team.  

        (photo from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 



In this photo of the Lewiston-Auburn Y.M.H.A. baseball team (1916), Harris Isaacson 
is seated 3d from the left and his brother Sam is seated 6th from the left. 
          (photo from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 



Harris M. Isaacson, far left, is pictured on horseback training with U.S. 
Army Cavalry for World War I at Norwich University in Vermont. He 
survived the Spanish Flu epidemic of 1918 and was discharged from 
service when the war ended later that year.  
    
    (photo from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 
   



Harris Isaacson, left, was awarded second prize in a speaking contest at 
Bates College while a student there for a year in 1919. Bates, located in 
Lewiston, was the school of choice for many local Jews with professional 
aspirations.  (photo from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 



Harris Isaacson’s original law shingle is depicted below. Isaacson graduated from 
Georgetown University Law School and opened a law office at 169 Lisbon St., 
Lewiston, in 1922. He was the second Jewish lawyer to practice in Lewiston-Auburn, 
Benjamin Berman (the founder of Berman & Simmons), having been the first.  

       (photo from Maine Jewish History Project website, Colby College) 



L-A Jewish families in late 1800s and early 1900s were multi-generational 
and close knit. Harry and Eva Isaacson are pictured in Lewiston (about 1930) 
with their sons (Harris, Ben and Sam), daughters-in-law, and grandchildren. 
 (photo from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 
   



Harris Isaacson, like many Lewiston-Auburn Jewish professionals and business people, was active in Republican politics.  This 1957 
note from U.S. Senator Frederick G. Payne shows that he and Payne were on a first-name basis. Payne was Maine’s GOP Senator 
from 1953 to 1959 and had previously served as the State’s governor from 1949 to 1952.  Harris’ wife, Goldie, belonged to the 
National Federation of Republican Women and Androscoggin County Women’s Republican Club.  It was not until the 1950s,  when 
Gov. Edmund Muskie strengthened Maine’s, and especially Androscoggin County’s, Democratic Party, that more local Jews, such 
as Shep Lee, became Democratic activists.  



Harris Isaacson enjoyed a robust outdoor recreational life with a wide range of Jewish and non-
Jewish friends and family. He is pictured, left to right, golfing at the Summit Springs course with 
his brother Sam (right) and prominent Lewiston businessman Harry Angelides (2d from right); on 
a fishing trip to New Brunswick, Canada, and skiing. 
               (photos from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 



Friendships among the children of Jewish immigrant families in Lewiston-Auburn were often strong and enduring. 
Philip Isaacson and Manny Plavin grew up in Lewiston, and their fathers, Harris Isaacson and Abraham Plavin, both 
worked on Lisbon Street. They attended Hebron Academy together, built their careers and raised their families in L-A, 
and remained lifelong friends. As this May 1942 note from Plavin to Isaacson shows, they also shared a wry sense of 
humor.  Isaacson likewise took a ribbing in a July 1942 letter from a boyhood  friend, Eugene Zelch, for not having 
stayed in touch while he was working at summer job at Bath Iron Works.  

   



THE IMPACT OF WORLD WAR II ON 
     THE L-A JEWISH COMMUNITY 

 



 
Harris Isaacson closely followed events in Europe in the dark years leading up to 
World War II.  In a letter to his cousin in Palestine, dated May 24, 1933, less than 
four months after Adolph Hitler’s appointment as German Chancellor, Isaacson 
expressed grave concern for the future of German Jewry.  His words, that Germany’s 
leaders “were bent to destroy, at all costs, our brethren and all his life work,” were 
prophetic.  (letter from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 
 



Ben Barr (1944) enlisted in the Army as a musician in 1943 but was transferred to a combat engineering unit, 
participating in the D-Day Landing and serving with General George Patton’s Third Army in the campaign to 
liberate occupied France and invade Nazi Germany during World War II.  His letter from England, dated May 
24, 1944, less than two weeks before Operation Overlord was launched, described “everything” as “nice and 
quiet for a while.” Military secrecy would  have prohibited him from disclosing any information about 
preparations for the upcoming invasion of Europe.  (photo and letter from private collection of Barr family)  



Arthur Barr, Ben’s father, pictured in hunting gear, was the owner of the Rock Maple Wood 
Heel Co. of Auburn, one of many local Jewish-owned businesses in the shoe industry.  After 
returning from the war, Ben worked briefly for his father but became bored and struck out 
on his own as a successful independent sales representative for shoe manufacturers and as 
co-owner of a vending machine company.  
       
  (photo from private collection of Barr family) 



Ben Barr, began playing trombone as a boy and continued performing  into his 90s. 
He is pictured, left, with his slide trombone in 2012. (photo by Russ Dillingham) 
Ben and his wife, Lois, are pictured, right, with their sons (left to right) Peter, Michael, 
Adam and Larry in 2016. (photo from private collection of Barr family) 



Louis Scolnik, left, a future lawyer, founder of the Maine Civil Liberties Union, and a Maine Superior and 
Supreme Court justice, served with the Navy in the Pacific during World War II after graduating from the Bates 
College accelerated V-12 program. He was one of a number of local Jewish men who joined the armed forces 
after the U.S. entered the war. 
                      (photo from private collection of Louis Scolnik) 



Louis Scolnik is pictured playing saxophone in his 20s and in his 90s, He was referred 
to jokingly by lawyers who appeared in his courtroom as the “swinging judge.” 
                              (photo from private collection of Louis Scolnik) 



Philip Isaacson, left, is pictured with his shipmates aboard a U.S. Navy LST (Tank Landing Ship) at Shanghai, 
China in January 1946. The LST had been stationed in the Far East from July 1945 in anticipation of an 
American attack on the Japanese home islands, but Japan’s surrender in August 1945 made the invasion 
unnecessary.  (photo from private collection of the Estate of Philip M. Isaacson) 



Marilyn (Isaacson) Simonds is pictured in 1940 at age 12, 
shortly before the U.S. entered World War II (1940). 
                         (Photo by Dora Clark Tash) 



On May 27, 1945, Marilyn (Isaacson) Simonds, age 17, wrote a letter to her brother 
Philip, who was serving with the Navy in the Pacific Theater. Her letter from Lewiston, 
where “it’s just as dead as it can be,” was filled with tidbits of news about family as 
well as friends and contemporaries headed off to war.  
       (letter from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 



Dr. Lester Miller, who served as a dentist with the U.S. Army Air Force 
in England World War II, is pictured in Switzerland in 1946. 
                          (photo from private collection of Marianne Miller) 



Gerda Schild Haas (pictured in 1939), a German Jew trained as a nurse, survived nearly two years of Nazi internment 
in the notorious Theresienstadt Ghetto during the World War II. In 1946, she emigrated to the U.S., married Dr. Rudy 
Haas, a fellow German-Jewish refugee and settled in Lewiston-Auburn. She became a Bates College librarian, leading 
Holocaust educator, and author of the 1982 memoir, “These I do Remember,” about the experiences, including hers, 
of women who suffered in the Holocaust.  She died in 2021 at the age of 98. 



       Dr. Rudolph Haas, a German-Jewish immigrant and husband of Gerda Haas, retired in 1992 after 
       practicing internal medicine in Lewiston for over half a century and treating 14,000 patients.   
  



Love rises from  the ashes of the Holocaust: In 1945 in the ruins of occupied Germany at the end of World War 
II, Auburn native Irving Isaacson, who was serving with the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), forerunner of the 
CIA, met and married, Judith Isaacson, a Jewish-Hungarian survivor of the Auschwitz Concentration Camp.  They 
are pictured, right, in the yard of their Auburn home in 2005. Their loving union lasted for 70 years until Judith’s 
death in 2015. When asked how long he had been married to Judith, Irving always replied, “Not long enough.” 
Both published memoirs of their wartime experiences. (Photo on left by Phyllis Graber Jensen) 



A 1935 refugee from anti-Semitism in pre-World War II Lithuania and nephew of  
Auburn shoe manufacturer, Philip Lown, Bernard Lown became a renowned 
cardiologist, was an inventor of the cardiac defibrillator, and co-founded the Nobel 
Prize winning International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War.  Lown is 
pictured, left, at work in Boston and, right, in Lewiston-Auburn during the dedication 
of the Bernard Lown Peace Bridge in 2008 (photo by Jose Leiva). 



3. THE GOLDEN AGE OF L-A JEWRY: 
                 1945 TO 1989 

 



The 45-year span between the end of World War II and the close of the 1980s constituted a “golden age” for the 
Lewiston-Auburn-Jewish community, one marked by self-confidence, economic prosperity, high achievement, social 
connectivity and civic engagement with the larger community.   For most of that period, Jewish religious and social life 
centered around the two L-A synagogues, Beth Jacob in Lewiston, built in 1925, and Beth Abraham in Auburn, built in 
1934 (replacing an earlier building in New Auburn which had been destroyed by fire).  Beth Jacob (pictured below), 
which now houses a church, was located at the corner of Sabattus and Shawmut Streets.  In 1951, a new Lewiston-
Auburn Jewish Community Center further enriched Jewish life and helped unify the two congregations. 



The “Ner Tamid” (eternal flame) and a pediment, consisting of two Lions of 
Judah bracketing the Tablets of the Ten Commandments, originally stood 
over an ark at Beth Jacob Synagogue. It was later transferred from Beth 
Jacob to the small sanctuary at Temple Shalom in 1982.  
          (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



Samuel and Marilyn (Isaacson) Simonds are pictured at their 1948 wedding 
in the sanctuary of the Beth Jacob Synagogue and at their daughter Ellen’s 
wedding there in 1980.  
   (photos from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 



Beth Abraham Synagogue on Laurel Street in Auburn is pictured 
below at the time it was closed in 2017.  

  (photo by Phyllis Graber Jensen) 



The sanctuary of Beth Abraham was surrounded by stained glass windows and had seating at 
two levels. Until the late 1940s or early 1950s, it followed the Orthodox tradition of separating 
men and women during prayer with women sitting in the balcony.  

       (photo from Documenting Maine Jewry) 



Rabbi David Berent (1940-1974), left, and Rabbi Norman 
Geller (1966-1992), right, were the longest serving religious 
leaders of Beth Jacob and Beth Abraham Synagogues. 



Rabbi Berent and his son are pictured with Maine Senator Margaret 
Chase Smith and Vice-President and later President Lyndon B. 
Johnson on a visit to Washington, D.C. (early 1960s) 
  (photo from Documenting Maine Jewry website) 



Rabbi Berent is pictured with the Beth Jacob choir on the bima (the elevated platform where the Torah is read and services are 
conducted) in the late 1940s or early 1950s. Berent introduced the practice of using mixed male-female choirs in religious 
services. This was a progressive step. Although women could attend all services and were very active in Jewish communities,  
through organizations such as Hadassah, Sisterhood and B’nai Brith, they were denied a participatory role in conducting services 
in most American Conservative synagogues until the 1970s.  
                             
                 (photo from Documenting Maine Jewry website) 
 



Four boys, each wearing a prayer shawl (“Tallit”), are pictured at Beth 
Jacob in 1964. Rear, left to right, David Leitman, David Wilner and 
Daniel Ross; front, Martin Alperen.  
  (photo from Documenting Maine Jewry website) 



Beth  Jacob Hebrew school confirmation ceremony (1964): standing, left to 
right, are Arnold Goldman, Rabbi  David Berent, Harriet Shapiro (Passerman) 
& Michael Goldman; seated, left to right, are Robert Stack, Alan Goldstein & 
Aaron Silverman. 
                              (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



JCC Hebrew Elementary School Report Card (about 1964):  Children from Beth Jacob and Beth 
Abraham Synagogues attended classes at the Center. Elementary students studied there from 
the time they were in second grade in public school until age 13. The curriculum was prescribed 
by the Philadelphia Branch of the United Synagogue of America Board of Jewish Education. 



Passover, perhaps more than any other Jewish holiday, is traditionally celebrated at home with  
extended family gatherings. The Seder meal commemorates the escape of the Israelites from 
slavery in ancient Egypt. The Cohen-Wiener family is pictured at a Passover Seder in 1947. 
`        (photo from Documenting Maine Jewry website) 



The Lewiston-Auburn Jewish Community Center, 134 College St., Lewiston: From 1951 to 1982, 
the JCC served the social, educational, cultural, athletic and charitable needs of members of 
both synagogues and the local Jewish population through an array of well-attended programs.   
                        (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



Introductory page from a booklet marking the 
opening of the L-A Jewish Community Center 



 Laying the cornerstone for the enlargement of the  
 Jewish Community Center building (June 11, 1950) 
          (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



       Youth basketball at the Jewish         
   Community Center (1968) 
        (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



  JCC youth activities: Duckpin bowling 
          and table tennis (1950s) 
  (photos from Temple Shalom collection) 

 



   Boy Scout Troop No. 169 (1950s) 
         (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 

 



    JCC youth activities: Israeli dancing for  
Succoth, left, and dance party, right (1960s) 
         (photos from Temple Shalom collection) 



This 1950s photo depicts the JCC teenage choral group accompanied by Susan 
Miller on the piano. Miller played for many Center youth musical activities.  
                  (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



JCC youth activities: Left, Jewish Book Month  
 book fair; right, Purim play (1960s) 
     (photos from Temple Shalom collection) 



JCC’S Youth Board: Left to right, Ellie Shapiro, Joel Abromson and Ruth Flock, report to the 
Center Board, left to right, Israel  A. Miller (president), William Cohen, Bernard Cohen, Arthur 
Shapiro, William Goldstein, Norman Izenstatt, Mrs. Ben Abromson, Mrs. Phillip Flock and Saul 
Shapiro (early 1950s).  (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



JCC Nursery School, 1964-65: Left to right, 1st row: Ricky Isaacson, Ann Robinson, Charles Wilner, 
Wendy Jacobson, Lenny Shems; 2d row: Linda Laliberte, David Passerman, Glenn Baker, Chuck 
Koss, Steve Cohen, Wayne Kisonak, Melanie Bates; 3d row: Louise Nadeau, Jimmy Peck, Dorry 
Shaw, Peter Koss, Abby Baker, Todd Nussinow, Wendy Shapiro, Alan Schwartz, Cheryl Silverman. 
    (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



JCC Nursery School Mothers’ Coffee (May 7, 1965): Left to right, 
Gladys Koss, Barbara Shapiro, Judith Jacobson, Norma 
Silverman, Anita Laliberte, Jane Peck, Deborah Isaacson and 
John Isaacson. (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



 JCC Tercentenary Celebration of Jews in America  
     (1954).  
        (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



JCC Chanukah Celebration (1954). Those  seated at the long table include: 
left to right, Beth Abraham Rabbi Norman Zdanowitz, Nancy and Shepard 
Lee, and, far right, Center Director Morris Kronenfeld.  
                  (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



The L-A Jewish community has long been involved in fundraising to support the State of Israel 
and international Jewry through the Jewish Federation, United Jewish Appeal,  B’nai B’rith and 
the purchase of Israel bonds. Right: the opening event for an annual UJA fundraising drive. Left:  
the Maine Council of B’nai Brith, including Philip Lown, far left, confers a plaque upon Maine 
Senator and later Secretary of State Edmund Muskie.  (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



This April 16, 1956 letter, sent to members of the local Jewish community just six months prior 
to the Sinai War between Israel and Egypt, urged them to purchase State of Israel bonds to 
bolster the country’s “economic defenses.” The 1981 publication of “Incredible Edibles,” a 
cookbook of recipes gathered by the L-A Hadassah chapter, raised money for cancer research at 
the Hadassah Medical Organization in Israel.  



Donor dinners, such as those shown in the programs of the 
Lewiston-Auburn Chapter of Hadassah,  1948 and 1978, and the 
Beth Jacob Sisterhood, 1972, were major fundraisers for the  
two synagogues and other Jewish causes.   



JCC New Year’s Eve dances, like those in 1960, left, and 1969, right, were gala affairs that were 
well attended.  Pictured in the 1969 photo are: seated left to right, Estelle Rubenstein, unknown 
guest, Elaine (Mrs. Warren) Baker, Barbara Plavin, Harriet Passerman; standing left to right, Eileen 
Rosenblatt, Murray Rubenstein, Stanley Bernard, Harriet Bernard, unknown guest, Elaine (Mrs. 
Leroy) Baker,  Shirley Goodman, Joel Goodman, Warren Baker, Leroy (Sonny) Baker, Maury Plavin, 
Steve Passerman. 
   (photos from Temple Shalom collection) 



The Center Players staged many musicals at the JCC. Pictured in this 1966 
photo, left to right, are Buddy Appelbaum, Sonny Shibles (rear), Aaron Burke, 
Gary Jacobson and Joel Goodman.  

     (photo from Documenting Maine Jewry website) 



This 1966 JCC photo depicts a cross-section of the type of businessmen – shoe manufacturers and small retailers -- that continued to 
provide dependable financial support for the Center and Lewiston-Auburn’s two synagogues through the 1980s: left to right, are Stuart 
Cohen and Norman Izenstatt (both from the shoe industry) and Julius Wise (a Lisbon Street merchant). Pictured on the far right, Joel 
Abromson (son of Food Town co-owner John Abromson) was illustrative of another trend -- the tendency of the younger generation of L-A 
Jews to move to larger urban centers. Abromson, whose family was a pillar of the local Jewish community, was raised in Auburn but settled 
in the Portland area, where he and his wife, Linda, became deeply involved in local and state politics and civic affairs. He served four terms 
in the Maine State Senate from 1995 until his death in 2002.  (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



JCC Women’s League sponsors Red Cross 
Bloodmobile drive.  
         (photo from Temple Shalom collection) 



Enjoying JCC art shows: left, Ina and Jack Martel 
(1969); right, Phyllis and Leonard Bell. 
    (photos from Temple Shalom collection) 



Lewiston-Auburn Jews were also active in non-Jewish civic, service and social organizations. In the photo on 
the left, Philip Isaacson, back row, 2d from left, and his brother-in-law, Samuel Simonds, back row, 2d from 
right, are pictured at a Lewiston Masonic Lodge ceremony.  In the photo on the right, Isaacson’s mother, 
Goldie, is pictured, middle row, 4th from left, at the installation of officers of the Mt. Olivet Chapter, Order of 
the Eastern Star, in 1962.  
                           (photos from private collection of the Estate of Marilyn Isaacson Simonds) 



This newspaper article from the 1970s reported the election of Michael Abromson to the governing board of 
St. Mary’s General Hospital in Lewiston. Abromson’s naming to the board of a Catholic hospital illustrates the 
involvement of local Jews in the broader community in the post-World War II era.  A co-owner of the Food 
Town supermarket chain, he was not only a director of Beth Jacob Synagogue and the Jewish Community 
Center but served on the United Way board and as co-chairman for businesses of the Joint Hospital Fund 
Campaign before being named to the St. Mary’s board.  



Philip Isaacson (1924-2013) had a lifelong passion for art and architecture. Although highly respected as an 
attorney like his father Harris, with whom he practiced law in Lewiston following his return from World War 
II military service and graduation from Harvard Law School, he was even more widely recognized and 
acclaimed for his avocation as a author, columnist, photographer, and advocate for the arts. The Maine 
Times dubbed him “Maine’s most cultured man.” 



Isaacson was also an avid skier, climber and traveler. At 
age 85, he climbed Mt. Washington with his 
children and grandchildren. 



In 2006, Marilyn Isaacson Simonds, a lifelong resident of Lewiston-Auburn and an active member of the local 
Jewish community, was one of four people chosen from around the country to receive the prestigious  
National Child Labor Committee’s Lewis Hine award for  her decades of volunteer work with children, disabled 
adults and immigrants.  Over her lifetime, she contributed her energy, time and skills to the creation and 
growth of many L-A social service organizations, including Head Start, Pathways, Inc., Book Reach and the 
Adult Learning Center.  
 



A 1987 news article, left, featured a profile of Tom Platz, Auburn native, architect and 
real estate developer, who redeveloped the former Peck’s Department Store building 
as an L.L. Bean telemarketing center and later purchased, renovated and rejuvenated 
the historic Bates Mill complex in the heart of Lewiston’s  downtown.   



4: DOING MORE WITH LESS: 1990 
TO THE PRESENT 

 



In 1982 Temple Shalom (pictured below) on Bradman Road in Auburn opened its doors, replacing Beth Jacob Synagogue and the JCC. This 
occurred at a time when the local Jewish population was still at its peak, numbering  well over 1,000. By the end of the decade, due to 
changes in the local economy  (notably the offshoring of shoe manufacturing and replacement of family-owned retail stores by malls and 
chain stores) and to broader demographic trends (the shift in Jewish population from small cities and towns to larger urban areas), the 
numbers of Jews living and working in L-A and hence synagogue membership went into decline. Currently Temple Shalom has fewer than 
100 member families but has learned to do more with less.  Thanks to the inspired leadership of Rabbi Sruli Dresdner, able assistance of 
Rebbetzin Lisa Dresdner, and dedication and enthusiasm of the congregation, Temple Shalom has continued to hold regular religious 
services and maintain a robust program of social and cultural events.  
                         (photo by Phyllis Graber Jensen) 



      Stained-glass Ark door of Temple Shalom Sanctuary  

      (photo from Documenting Maine Jewry website) 

  



Rabbi Sruli and Rebbetzin Lisa Dresdner playing at a 
Temple Shalom musical Shabbat service in 2016.                
     (photo by Phyllis Graber Jensen) 



Rabbi Sruli Dresner teaching a Hebrew school class at     
                Temple Shalom (2016) 
                      (photo by Phyllis Graber Jensen) 
 
 



 Succoth holiday celebration at Temple Shalom (2015) 

           (photo by Phyllis Graber Jensen) 

h 



 Chanukah celebration at Temple Shalom (2017)  

           (photo by Phyllis Graber Jensen) 



  Lighting the Chanukah Menorah at Temple Shalom (2016) 
                     (photo by Phyllis Graber Jensen) 



TEMPLE SHALOM MEMBER SHERI OLSTEIN BLOWS THE SHOFAR 
(RAM’S HORN) USED TO MARK THE SOLEMNITY OF THE JEWISH 
HIGH HOLIDAYS OF ROSH HASHANAH AND YOM KIPPUR. 

             (photo by Phyllis Graber Jensen) 



The COVID-19 epidemic of 2020 and 2021 forced Temple Shalom to suspend in-person 
gatherings. Religious services and other events were conducted remotely or, when weather 
permitted, outdoors. Pictured in September 2020 holding Torah scrolls are: top, left to right, 

Laurence and Bonnie Faiman and Harriet and Behzad Fakhery; below, left to right, David Allen, 
current Temple Shalom board chair, and Bertha Bodenheimer.  (photos by Phyllis Graber Jensen) 


